Previous work has shown that dominant male mice, Mus musculus, are usually attracted to scent-marked areas while subordinates avoid them. In this study, the responses of subordinates were highly variable, and the idea that the probability of intruding onto a scent-marked substrate depends on their competitive ability was tested. Subjects were kept in dominant/subordinate pairs of males and tested with scent marks of an unfamiliar male. Subordinates who were large in relation to their dominant partners were more likely to choose a scent-marked substrate in a Y-maze choice against a blank substrate; relatively small subordinates were more likely to avoid scent marks. Males that chose scent marks also tended (P=0.08) to be more often involved in escalated contests with their dominant partners. Body size is known to affect the outcome of fights between strangers and these results could be explained if relatively large subordinates are (1) more likely to be able to defeat the resident of a scent-marked area (and thus benefit from its resources) and (2) if large subordinates pose a greater threat of a dominance reversal to their dominant partners than would a relatively small subordinate. 1996 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour
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The view that animals should show unconditional responses to any social signal can be criticized on the grounds that a flexible response which takes account of variable costs and benefits may often be favoured by selection. Thus, while male mice, Mus musculus, avoid scent marks (Jones & Nowell 1973 , 1974 , 1989 Hurst 1990 Hurst , 1993 it would be surprising if they always behaved in this way, particularly where the chance of meeting the signaller is low and where the benefits from using the marked resource are high. In fact not all mice do avoid scent marks but variation in the response of individuals has been neglected compared with the responses of pooled categories of animals, particularly dominant and subordinate males. If, as argued elsewhere (Gosling 1982) , scent marks in territories are a kind of status advertisement, or, more simply, a conditional threat which advertises potential costs to receivers (Gosling 1990 ) an important factor in the response of receivers should be their own competitive ability. This factor will contribute to the costs incurred (time spent in encounters, energy expended, risk of injury and death) if an intruder meets the signaller and may be the main factor if other influences, such as resource value, are held constant. It will also affect the chance of an intruder displacing an owner and thus the chance of reaping any benefits.
In this scenario, animals of high competitive ability might be expected to intrude into a scentmarked area since marks may inadvertently reveal the presence of a resource that is worth defending. Animals of low competitive ability should avoid scent marks to minimize the risk of meeting resource holders. While this has not been tested directly, it has been shown that males use scent marks to decide whether to avoid or challenge depending on their status and experience (Hurst 1993) .
As in other mammals, competitive ability in mice seems to depend to some extent on body size. Even in experiments where an attempt was made to control for body size by selecting mice of 
